
Support Nerds Partners with Consumer Priority Service
 to Provide Customers Extra Product Protecon

Technical support leader for the home user as well as managed IT services to business clients teams up 
with service plan leader to provide extended warranty options on consumer electronics

Support Nerds, a leading provider of technical support for consumer electronics for the home & 
business user has partnered with Consumer Priority Service (CPS), a leader and innovator in the field 
of service plans, to provide customers the option of accidental coverage for consumer electronics. 
Support Nerds offer sales and technical support of consumer electronics for residential and 
commercial.

""CPS is trusted by millions of customers worldwide and our partnership will give peace of mind to 
Support Nerds customers. “Accidents and defects happen. By giving our customers the option to 
purchase an accidental damage protection plan through CPS, they will rest easy knowing that their 
consumer electronics investment is protected. On top of that, CPS handles the entire claims process 
with their five day service guarantee, so the customer gets their repaired or replaced product, and we 
can focus on giving our customers the best technical support."

The partnership will offer Support Nerds customers accidental coverage which covers everything from The partnership will offer Support Nerds customers accidental coverage which covers everything from 
manufacturer defects to water and impact damage. Support Nerds customers will have complete 
control of the claims process, from registering their warranties, filing claims online, and much more. 
Our ultimate goal is to give the customer a complete, hassle-free service plan experience, on and 
offline."

About Consumer Priority Service
As a leader and innovator in the field of service plans, As a leader and innovator in the field of service plans, Consumer Priority Service (CPS) consistently 
exceeds industry standards when it comes to excellence in customer care and services. Their 
representatives are comprehensively trained in handling customer's post-sale experience. Consumer 
Priority Service offer extended warranty coverage for virtually all high ticket consumer purchases 
ranging from high-end consumer electronics to computers to major appliances and more. For more 
information, please visit www.cpscentral.com.

About Support Nerds
Founded in Founded in May 2014, Support Nerds has grown to become an award-winning provider of technical 
support for the home user and for the managed IT services to businesses in the U.S. and Canada. We 
are a team of highly experienced, friendly, professional, and technology bound nerds. We welcome the 
problems and provide Valuable Service assuring Customer Satisfaction. No matter what technology 
you use, we exceed your expectations. Our nerds instantly diagnose and take the required steps to fix 
the issues with minimal downtime. We are driven by dedication to give you quality computer repair 
and support service you could ask for. To find out more, please visit www.supportnerds.us and 
www.nerdsshop.uswww.nerdsshop.us


